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Lydia M. Roberts,1,4 Benjamin Schwarz,1,4 Emily Speranza,2,3,4 Ian Leighton,1 Tara Wehrly,1 Sonja Best,3

and Catharine M. Bosio1,5,*

SUMMARY

Resolution of infection results in development of trained innate immunity which is
typically beneficial for defense against unrelated secondary infection. Epigenetic
changes including modification of histones via binding of various polar metabo-
lites underlie the establishment of trained innate immunity. Therefore, hostmeta-
bolism and this response are intimately linked. However, little is known regarding
the influence of lipids on the development and function of trained immunity. Uti-
lizing two models of pulmonary bacterial infection combined with multi-omic ap-
proaches, we identified persistent, pathogen-specific changes to the lung lipi-
dome that correlated with differences in the trained immune response against
a third unrelated pathogen. Further, we establish the specific cellular populations
in the lung that contribute to this altered lipidome. Together these results expand
our understanding of the pulmonary trained innate immune response and the con-
tributions of host lipids in informing that response.

INTRODUCTION

During pulmonary infection, innate and adaptive immune responses are carefully orchestrated to mediate

pathogen clearance. Following resolution of infection, both immune compartments retain an immunolog-

ical memory of the encounter. In addition to the antigen-specific adaptive immune response, a non-specific

innate immune memory develops termed ‘‘trained immunity’’ (reviewed in Netea et al. (2020)). Trained im-

munity oftenmanifests as a faster and stronger response to a secondary stimulus withinmyeloid cells due to

epigenetic reprograming (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2012; Saeed et al., 2014). While trained immunity triggered

by infection is typically advantageous for defense against unrelated secondary infection, similar immune

responses provoked by sterile inflammation can result in worsening pathology in models of transplanta-

tion, cancer, and neurodegenerative disease (Netea et al., 2020).

Alterations in cellular metabolism is an essential feature of trained immunity as the balance of metabolites,

especially polar metabolites such as a-ketoglutarate, fumarate, and succinate, aid in driving the epigenetic

changes observed in ‘‘trained’’ cells (Donohoe and Bultman, 2012; Shyer et al., 2020). However, the role for

non-polar metabolites (e.g. lipids) in trained immunity is poorly understood, particularly after the host re-

solves an infectious insult. Lipids, with a focus on cholesterol and saturated fatty acids, have been examined

in bone marrow precursors early after b-glucan stimulation (Mitroulis et al., 2018), suggesting lipid remod-

eling is an aspect of trained immunity. Phospholipids are key players in cellular membrane integrity and

importantly also serve as precursors for potent immunoregulatory lipidmediators (LMs) such as prostaglan-

dins (PGs), leukotrienes, lipoxins, and resolvins (Serhan, 2010). The contribution or shifts in these lipid pools

and their influence on trained immunity is not well understood.

To determine if alterations in the host lipidome, including phospholipids and immune LMs, contribute to

varying outcomes of trained immunity we utilized two pulmonary bacterial infection models that, upon res-

olution, result in strikingly different capabilities to control an unrelated bacterial infection. By combining

metabolomics, single-cell RNASeq, lipidomics, and flow cytometry, we identified pathogen-specific

changes in pulmonary metabolism that correlated with host’s ability to control heterologous secondary

infection. Together these results provide new insight into how the pulmonary lipid environment contributes

to the evolution of a successful, or not, trained immune response.
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RESULTS

Trained innate immune response is pathogen-specific

Bordetella pertussis (Bp) and Francisella tularensis live vaccine strain (LVS) are two Gram-negative bacte-

rium that readily colonize the lung following intranasal infection. Both bacteria also trigger pulmonary in-

flammatory responses as the infection progresses. Further, unlike many other bacterial infections that are

controlled within 7–10 days, resolution of Bp or LVS infection takes weeks before bacteria are finally

cleared. Once bacteria are cleared, there is no gross pathology evident in the lung (data not shown). Given

these similarities, we hypothesized that Bp and LVS would also elicit similar trained innate responses based

on current understanding of these processes. As expected, both Bp and LVS experienced lungs exhibited

hallmarks of trained immunity, including increased expression of MHCI and MHCII on lung CD11c+ cells

compared to naive animals (Figure 1A). Notably, cells from LVS experienced lungs also expressed signif-

icantly more CD86 than naive lungs and had significantly higher expression of all three markers compared

to Bp lungs, suggesting a superior trained innate immune response. To test whether these differences

manifested as predicted, we intranasally inoculated naive, Bp recovered, or LVS recovered animals with

the Gram-negative bacterium Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kp), and quantified lung bacterial burdens on

days 1–4 after infection. Bacterial burdens were similar in naive and Bp animals on day 1 post-infection,

while LVS animals had significantly lower numbers of bacteria compared with naive controls (Figure 1B).

However, as the infection progressed (days 2–4 post-infection), Bp animals controlled Kp replication signif-

icantly better than either naive or LVS recovered mice (Figure 1B). Furthermore, there were no significant

differences in naive and LVS bacterial burdens on days 2–4 (Figure 1B). These data indicate that there are

pathogen-specific components of the trained immune response that exist beyond the apparent activated

state of the macrophage populations. We proposed that this observation may be driven by differences in

the pulmonary environment, specifically the shared metabolome that supports the cellular components of

Figure 1. Trained innate immune response is pathogen-specific

(A) The geometric mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI) of CD86, MHCI, and MHCII on lung CD11c+ cells from naive,

Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), or Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28 post-infection). Statistical

significance for gMFIs was determined using a one-way ANOVA with a correction for multiple comparisons; * indicate p <

0.05. Only statistically significant differences are indicated. Data are representative of two independent experiments n = 5

mice/group. Individual values are represented as unique points with the bars showing the mean G SEM.

(B) Klebsiella pneumoniae (Kp) lung bacterial burdens in naive, Bp, and LVS mice. Statistical significance for bacterial

burdens was determined on log-transformed data by a one-way ANOVA with a correction for multiple comparisons at

each time point post-challenge. The table indicates whether bacterial burdens significantly differed between groups at

each time point post-Kp infection; * indicate p < 0.05. Data are combined from 3 independent experiments n = 7–14mice/

group/time point. Data are represented as mean G SEM.
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trained immunity. Thus, all subsequent experiments were performed on Bp or LVS experienced lungs in the

absence of Kp infection to understand how prior infection alters the pulmonary environment.

Resolved pulmonary infection activates a conserved metabolic program suggestive

of cellular recycling

To examine metabolic differences in Bp and LVS experienced lungs that could explain the differential abil-

ity to control Kp infection, we first qualitatively measured central metabolic components using targeted

liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Metabolomic analysis revealed shifts in

metabolite pools between LVS and Bp recovered lungs on day 28 or 42 post-infection, respectively,

compared with naive controls (Figures 2A and 2B). Significant polar metabolite changes in LVS or Bp recov-

ered lungs occupied four general groups, namely amino acids, glycolysis, nucleic acids, and nucleic acid-

derived cofactors (Figure 2C). Apart from arginine, free amino acid levels were significantly increased after

recovery from Bp and LVS. Within glycolysis, terminal products such as pyruvate and lactate were also

elevated while the early glycolytic intermediates were decreased in both Bp and LVS recovered lungs.

Amongst nucleic acids, nucleotide triphosphates and nucleotide-derived cofactors were decreased in

LVS and trended downward after Bp recovery. Interestingly, Bp recovered animals had universally elevated

levels of products of purine degradation including hypoxanthine, xanthine, and urate across all experi-

mental replicates. LVS recovered animals hadmuchmore variability in the quantities of these products sug-

gesting less consistent flux in the dynamics of these pathways within this group. Collectively, the decrease

in upstream glycolytic intermediates and energetic triphosphates suggested the lung was an energy

depleted environment after resolving bacterial infection, regardless of the infecting agent. When coupled

with elevated free amino acids, increased purine degradation products, and decreased levels of cofactors,

these results pointed to an on-going degradative recycling process such as efferocytosis being active in the

lungs of infection-recovered hosts (Yurdagul et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019).

Once we established that changes in the host metabolome were detectable within one week of bacterial

clearance, we sought to determine how long these alterations persisted. Therefore, we assessed metabo-

lite pools at days 70 and 56 after infection which represents an additional 28 days after elimination of either

Bp or LVS, respectively. As expected, organ-wide metabolic effects were dampened over time but devia-

tions from naive lungs were still observed. These changes included elevated levels of aspartate and gluta-

mate along with decreases in NADP+ and NADPH for both Bp and LVS (Figure S2). Similarly, glycolytic in-

termediates continued to be altered in both experienced groups at these later time points including

elevated glucose and decreased levels of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P), 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate (1,3-

BPG), and lactate (Figure S2). Patterns across nucleic acids varied between groups, distinguishing LVS

and Bp from one another. Specifically, LVS displayed higher levels of triphosphates compared with both

naive and Bp, whereas Bp experience lungs had elevated levels of monophosphates compared to all other

groups (Figure S2). Taken together, these results indicated that themetabolic milieu of the lung is altered in

a pathogen-specific fashion and that the lung remains altered for extended periods of time following clear-

ance of infecting microbes.

Recovered mice exhibit alterations in macrophage populations

To investigate which cell type(s) were responsible for the recyclingmetabolic signature observed above, we

performed single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-Seq) on whole lungs from Bp and LVS recovered animals at

42 or 28 days post-infection, respectively, and naive controls. Analysis of all cellular populations in the lung

avoided bias for a particular cell population and provided the opportunity to capture intracellular cross talk.

We first identified all major cell populations in the lung using an unbiased single-cell identification algo-

rithm developed by Speranza et al. (2021) using the mouse cell atlas lung data as a background (Han

et al., 2018) (Figure 3A). Given that our metabolomic analysis suggested on-going efferocytosis, we next

analyzed each population of cells for genes associated with efferocytosis (Figure 3B). The efferocytosis

GO term (GO:0043277) genes clustered into two distinct subsets across the cells (see STAR Methods

and Figure S1B). Gene set one was found to be enriched in stromal and mesenchymal cells (main gene

markers: Anxa1, Thbs1, C3, C2, Lrp1, Gas6, Nr1h3, Mfge8) and gene set 2 enriched in innate immune cells

(main genemarkers: Rac2, Tyrobp, Ccr2, Cd200lf, Rhog, Trem2, Axl, Marco), i.e. macrophages, neutrophils,

pDC, andNK cells (Figures 3B and S1B). Further analysis of the cell types enriched for efferocytosis gene set

1 or gene set 2 revealed that the greatest overall transcriptional differences between naive and recovered

animals were within the macrophage subset (Figure S3). Based on these findings and the role of myeloid-

derived cells in trained innate immunity, we further investigated changes in pulmonary macrophage
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Figure 2. Polar metabolites in the post-infection lung reflect active efferocytosis and energetic depletion

(A and B) Targeted metabolomics of experienced lungs are displayed post-infection with (A), Bordetella pertussis (Bp;

day 42 post-infection) or (b), Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28 post-infection) as compared to naive animals.

Features above a 10% FDR cutoff line, as calculated using Benjamini–Hochberg correction, are shown in red (Bp p = 0.044,

LVS p = 0.058). Vertical lines reflect a fold change of 2 and –2. Common features of interest are number as (1) PRPP, (2)

NADP+, (3) NADPH, (4) Glutamine, (5) Asparagine, (6) Uracil, (7) Glutamate, (8) Aspartate.

(C) Heatmap of the autoscaled value of metabolites of interest from each biological replicate are displayed with the

accompanying p value from the binary comparison of each experienced group to naive. All heatmap features listed pass

the 10% FDR cutoff for either Bp vs. naive or LVS vs. naive. G6P, glucose 6-phosphate; F-1,6-BP, fructose

1,6-bisphosphate; DHAP, dihydroxyacetone phosphate; 1,3-BPG, 1,3-bisphosphogylcerate; 2/3-PG, 2- and

3-phosphoglycerate pool; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; PRPP, phosphoribosyl diphosphate; cAMP, cyclic-AMP; GSH,

reduced glutathione. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments with n = 5/group. See also Figure S2.
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populations beyond trained immunity markers highlighted above (Figure 1A). Therefore, we next subset

the single-cell data on macrophages. Macrophage data was re-analyzed to identify the principal compo-

nents (PCs). Within the naive sample, alveolar macrophages (AMs) and interstitial macrophages (IMs)

clearly separated along PC2 (Figure 3C). While both AMs and IMs were present in the Bp and LVS samples,

we identified a population of cells that did not fall into either AM or IM clusters among recovered animals

and was particularly enriched in the LVS sample (Figure 3D). Further transcriptional analysis of this cell sub-

set suggested that these were likely recruited alveolar macrophages (recAMs). For example, they

Figure 3. Single-cell RNA-sequencing of whole lung shows changes in macrophage populations

Single-cell RNA-sequencing of whole lung from naive, Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), or Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28 post-

infection) mice were collected.

(A) UMAP projection of the integrated data set with all conditions present colored based on cell type annotation; names of cell types are listed next to the

main cluster.

(B) Violin plots of efferocytosis gene sets determined by clustering from the GO term for apoptosis of dead cells. The cell types are listed along the y axis and

colored to match the annotations in (A). The gene module score for each cell is represented on the x axis for the two gene sets. Individual cells are not shown

for clarity and only the distribution is displayed by cell type. The vertical line is where the module score is 0 for reference across the cell types.

(C) Principal component projection of themacrophage populations separated by infection and colored by cell type with interstitial macrophages (IM; green),

resident alveolar macrophages (resAM; blue), and recruited alveolar macrophages (recAMs; black).

(D) Percent of the total macrophage population for each of the conditions (naive in black, Bp in orange, and LVS in purple) separated by resAM, recAMs, and

IMs. Single-cell RNA-sequencing was performed on cells isolated from one mouse per group. See also Figures S1 and S3.
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expressed markers of AMs such as high CD11c (Itgax) expression but not resident markers, e.g. marco

(Aegerter et al., 2020) (Figures S1C and S1D). We further investigated the cellular origin by examining

C1q1 expression, a gene associated with macrophages differentiated from monocytes (Figure S1D). The

recAM and IM populations expressed C1q1, but not Marco, as expected (Gibbings et al., 2015). We

then determined the percentage of the total macrophage population represented by each of these sub-

sets. Both Bp and LVS recovered animals had fewer resAM and increased numbers of recAMs compared

with naive controls (Figure 3D). While there was a trend toward an enrichment of IMs in the Bp recovered

host, the LVS recovered animal had a greater proportion of these cells compared with either Bp experi-

enced or naive (Figure 3D).

To validate the differences inmacrophage populations identified by scRNA-Seq, we identified eachmacro-

phage population using flow cytometry. No significant differences in the overall cellularity of lungs isolated

from naive, Bp, or LVS animals were detected (Figure 4A). Macrophage populations were categorized into

resAMs, recAMs, and IMs by the receptor expression pattern and gating strategy indicated in Figures 4B

and 4C. In agreement with scRNA-Seq data, recovered Bp and LVS animals had a significant decrease in the

number of resAMs compared with naive animals and concordant increase in the number of recAMs (Fig-

ure 4D). No significant difference among the number of IMs was observed in animals that resolved Bp infec-

tion compared with naive controls (Figure 4D). In contrast, the number of IMs in LVS recovered mice was

significantly increased compared with naive animals (Figure 4D).

As stated above, we observed sustained differences in metabolite profiles 56 and 70 days post-bacterial

clearance (Figure S2). Given that we identified markers are associated with efferocytosis within pulmonary

macrophages (Figure 3B), we hypothesized that changes in themacrophage populations among recovered

mice would be similarly retained at these later time points. Analysis of lungs from Bp and LVS recovered

animals at days 70 and 56 after infection, respectively, revealed that resident AMs remained significantly

decreased in LVS recovered mice compared with naive animals. In contrast, Bp resAMs had returned to

baseline (Figure S4B). Recruited AMs remained significantly increased in Bp and LVS animals compared

with naive controls (Figure S4C). Bp and LVS IM populations had returned to numbers observed in naive

animals (Figure S4D). Interestingly the numbers of recruited macrophages in each experienced lung set

was preserved between the early and late timepoints suggesting these cells were a stable, long-lasting

phenotype, and not a transient intermediate population. Together, these data confirmed our scRNA-

Seq observations of dynamic changes in pulmonary macrophage populations from mice that had resolved

bacterial infection and suggest that there are elements of the response that are pathogen specific.

Macrophages from recovered mice are enriched in efferocytosis markers

The metabolomic and genomic analyses above suggested that despite elimination of LVS and Bp, pulmo-

nary macrophages among recovered animals were still actively participating in efferocytosis and likely

contributing to the altered metabolism of the experienced lungs. Thus, we next confirmed the observed

genetic changes of elevated expression of efferocytosis markers within resAMs, recAMs, and IMs by flow

cytometry. Trem2 and Axl are surface receptors on phagocytes that recognize apoptotic bodies as the initi-

ating step of efferocytosis. In agreement with the scRNA-Seq results, Trem2 was significantly increased on

LVS resAMs and recAMs compared with Bp and naive animals (Figures 5A and 5B). Trem2 expression on

IMs was approximately 50% of resAMs in naive lungs, yet its expression was still significantly increased

on IMs from LVS animals compared with naive and Bp mice (Figure 5C). Like Trem2, Axl was significantly

increased on the surface of resAMs from recovered animals compared with naive controls (Figure 5D). Re-

cruited AMs among LVSmice also had significantly more surface expression of Axl than Bp-derived recAMs

recapitulating the Trem2 pattern (Figure 5E). Within the IM pool, LVS IMs expressed significantly higher

levels of Axl compared with both naive and Bp IMs (Figure 5F).

After engulfing apoptotic cells, macrophages breakdown cellular components which increase the intracel-

lular concentration of lipids. To effectively process this lipid debris, macrophages must export excess lipids

to lipoprotein particles. Abca1 is an ATP-dependent efflux pump responsible for exporting cholesterol and

phospholipids into lipoprotein particles in the context of efferocytosis. Abca1 was significantly increased

among resAMs from Bp and LVS recovered mice compared with naive controls (Figure 5G). Both resAMs

and recAMs from LVS mice expressed significantly more Abca1 compared with cells from Bp mice (Figures

5G and 5H). There was no difference in Abca1 levels between naive and Bp IMs. However, LVS-derived IMs

expressed significantly more Abca1 compared with both groups (Figure 5I). We further interrogated the
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scRNA-Seq data set for other genes associated with lipid transport (npc1, abcg1, scarb1). These genes

were more highly expressed in Bp and LVS experienced IMs compared to naive IMs (data not shown) sug-

gesting broad changes in lipid transport and not an alteration in specific transport family. Together, these

Figure 4. Pulmonary macrophage populations are altered after resolving bacterial infection

(A) The number of lung cells in naive, Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), and Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS;

day 28 post-infection) experienced mice was determined.

(B) Table describing the surface phenotype for each macrophage population

(C) Gating scheme discriminating resident alveolar macrophages (resAMs), recruited alveolar macrophages (recAMs),

and interstitial macrophages (IMs).

(D) The number of resAMs, recAMs, and IMs was determined. Statistical significance was determined by a one-way

ANOVA with a correction for multiple comparisons; * indicate p < 0.05. Only statistically significant differences are

indicated. Data are combined from two independent experiments n = 10 mice/group total. Individual values are

represented as unique points with the bars showing the mean G SEM. See also Figure S4.
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Figure 5. Macrophages from recovered mice are enriched in efferocytosis markers

(A–I) The geometric mean fluorescence intensity (gMFI) of Trem2, (D–F) Axl, and (G–I) Abca1 on resident alveolar macrophages (resAMs), recruited alveolar

macrophages (recAMs), and interstitial macrophages (IMs) from naive, Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), and Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS;

day 28 post-infection) experienced mice was determined using flow cytometry. Statistical significance was determined by a one-way ANOVA with a

correction for multiple comparisons or t test; * indicate p < 0.05. Only statistically significant differences are indicated. Data are representative of two

independent experiments n = 5 mice/group. Individual values are represented as unique points with the bars showing the mean G SEM.
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data indicated that efferocytosis and associated lipid export pathways were active within multiple pulmo-

nary macrophage populations in mice that had recently resolved a bacterial infection. In addition, these

data pointed toward pathogen-specific effects in the cellular components of this response and the pheno-

type of the cells involved.

Recovered lungs exhibit an altered pulmonary lipidome

As noted above, efferocytosis is regulated by, and drastically changes, the balance of lipids in the engulfing

macrophages and in the surrounding organ via lipid export. The differences in efferocytosis markers be-

tween Bp and LVS lungs suggested that lipid-balances in these lungs may also vary in a pathogen-specific

manner. Abca1 was significantly up regulated on multiple macrophage populations in infection-recovered

animals suggesting that Bp and LVS experienced lungs would have an altered lipidome (Figure 5). Lipid

products known collectively as immune LMs are known to regulate both efferocytosis and the immune

response. Changes in the bulk lipidome of the lung may feedback on amount and identity substrates for

the generation of LMs in the experienced lung and thus the effectiveness of the trained immune response.

Therefore, we next determined if there were changes in the bulk lipidome followed by analysis of LM pools.

Changes in the lung lipidome were determined using a targeted LC-MS/MS strategy to assess members of

major families of phospholipids, sphingolipids, and neutral lipids with acyl-chain resolution. ANOVA anal-

ysis was utilized to select for the top one hundred features that varied between groups. These features con-

sisted largely of neutral lipids (53% of features) and plasmalogen phosphatidylethanolamine (28% of fea-

tures). Each lipid group was then sorted by their behavior across naive, Bp, or LVS experienced lungs. In

general, neutral lipids were enriched in lungs from Bp and LVS recovered animals compared with naive con-

trols (clusters 1–3). Specifically, Bp lungs exhibited enrichment in neutral lipids containing poly-unsaturated

fatty acids (PUFAs) as seen in clusters 1 and 3 (Figure 6). Conversely, plasmalogen species were decreased

in lungs from both LVS and Bp recovered animals. These trends were greater in magnitude in Bp experi-

enced lungs than in lungs from LVS recovered animals (Figure 6).

To assess the persistence of these patterns, the lipidome of Bp and LVS experienced lungs was assessed at

day 70 and 56 post-infection for Bp and LVS, respectively. A similar selection and grouping of features was

performed to organize lipid components by behavior between groups. Interestingly, increases in neutral

lipids persisted in Bp but not among lungs frommice recovered from LVS infection (Figure S5). The pattern

of decreased plasmalogen was also maintained at these later timepoints in both Bp and LVS samples (Fig-

ure S5). The conservation of patterns in both neutral lipids and plasmalogen among experienced lungs at

later timepoints suggested persistent lipid rearrangement following recovery from infection that is in good

agreement with observed long-lasting cellular changes in themacrophage pools (Figure S4). The represen-

tation of PUFA-containing species, which can serve as substrates for LM production, amongst the altered

lipids in the experienced lung supported the idea that differences in efferocytosis may be changing the

availability of LM precursors.

Infection-intrinsic LM profile after pathogen clearance

As described above, we observed persistence of differential levels of neutral lipids and PE-plasmalogen

containing PUFAs, which may change the availability of these PUFAs for conversion to LMs. Numerous

LMs including the D- and E-series resolvins have been previously shown to be stimulated by and subse-

quently regulate efferocytosis during the recovery from immune insult (Dalli and Serhan, 2012; Schif-

Zuck et al., 2011). Considering the presence of efferocytotic macrophages and the rearrangement of

PUFA-containing glycerolipid pools (Figures 3, 4, and 5), namely depleted PUFA-plasmalogen and

Figure 6. Targeted lipidomics indicates overlapping pathogen-specific shifts in plasmalogen and neutral lipids

pools in experienced lungs

Heatmap of the autoscaled intensity of the top 100 lipids from one-way ANOVA analysis of lipid features in naive,

Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), and Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28 post-infection) experienced

lungs. Features are clustered broadly by their behavior between groups. The displayed percentage indicates the

percentage within the cluster reflecting that identity. Poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) were defined as a length and

degree of unsaturation greater than or equal to 18:3. Individual lipid species are marked with LIPID MAPS abbreviations.

Neutral lipids are defined to include (TG) triacyl-, (DG) diacyl-, and (MG) monoacylglycerols. The ANOVA p value is

displayed to the right. PC, phosphatidylcholine; LPC, lyso-PC; PS, phosphatidylserine; LPS, Lyso-PS; PE,

phosphatidylethanolamine; LPE, lyso-PE; PE(O), plasmanyl PE plasmalogen; PE(P), plasmenyl PE plasmalogen; PG,

phosphatidylglycerol; Cer, ceramide; HCer, hexosylceramide. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments

with n = 5/group. See also Figure S5.
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increased PUFA-triacylglycerol species, we hypothesized that the LM balance of the infection-recovered

lung would also be altered compared with naive tissue.

LMs in the experienced lung were measured by LC-MS/MS and a combination of spectral and standard

comparison was used to distinguish between the numerous isobaric compounds in this family of lipid spe-

cies. Utilizing principal component analysis (PCA), we observed that LMs in naive, Bp, and LVS lungs incom-

pletely separated along the second and third principle component (Figure 7A). This diagonal axis of sep-

aration was defined by cyclooxygenase (COX)-derived PGs in the LVS direction and ALOX12/15 derived

mono-hydroxylated products in the Bp direction with the naive lung occupying an intermediate space (Fig-

ure 7B). To further characterize groups of LMs that drove the differences between the groups in a cooper-

ative manner, a group-biased partial least squared discriminant analysis (PLSDA) was utilized. In addition to

the ALOX12/15 and COX pattern, which defined the primary axis of intergroup variance by PLSDA, a sec-

ondary axis correlated with the experienced lungs was observed as defined by the levels of free PUFAs (Fig-

ures 7C and 7D). This pattern of free PUFAs was expected as an indicator of infection and the wide distri-

bution of recovered lungs along this axis may represent different rates of recovery from the initial infection.

The LM patterns were further interrogated by univariate analysis (Figure 7E). COX-derived PGs were signif-

icantly elevated in both LVS and Bp conditioned lungs. However, the distribution of PGs among LVS lungs

reached a much higher maximum. The levels of PGs varied amongst LVS lungs in line with the higher vari-

ability in this same group during aqueous metabolite analysis (Figure 2). These data suggest differential

recovery kinetics from LVS infection in terms of metabolic flux. As suggested by multivariate analysis,

ALOX12/15 products were significantly elevated in Bp experienced lungs while many of these same species

trended downward in LVS lungs. Together, these data confirm that LM species are altered in Bp and LVS

recovered lungs and that there are infection-intrinsic differences among these important immunoregula-

tory products.

Identification of ALOX12/15 expressing pulmonary cells

Since ALOX12/15 LM products were the key distinguishing feature between LVS and Bp lungs, we interro-

gated expression patterns of the ALOX12/15 associated pathways to determine which cell type(s) were

responsible for synthesizing this specific family of LMs. We limited the C2CP gene set from MSig DB (Sub-

ramanian et al., 2005) to only those containing Alox5, Alox12, Alox12e, Alox15, or Ptgs2 and were

completely contained within the Lipid Metabolism reactome pathway. We then looked at the expression

of these pathways across each cell type. In addition to macrophages, we identified a small cluster of cells

containing neutrophils and pDCs with high expression of several pathways, related to ALOX12/15 and

ALOX5 activity (Figure 8). Alveolar type 1 and 2 cells and stromal/mesenchymal cells also displayed expres-

sion of ALOX12/15 pathways but not ALOX5. Using a bootstrappingmethod to estimate p values, we found

that Bp recovered lungs had an elevation of ALOX12/15-associated pathways, but not the ALOX5 path-

ways, specifically within the macrophage populations but not in neutrophils or pDCs. These data suggest

that the macrophage populations in Bp recovered animals are partially responsible for the high production

of LMs that require ALOX12/15 for their synthesis andmay contribute to favorable trained immunity against

Kp infection among Bp experienced mice.

DISCUSSION

Trained innate immunity is an important element of host responsiveness to secondary infection. The ele-

ments of trained immunity manifesting within the myeloid compartment are largely due to epigenetic

re-programming allowing cells to respond more effectively to secondary stimuli (reviewed in Netea

et al. (2020)). However, the samemyeloid-derived cells responsible for trained immunity also play an impor-

tant role in repairing structural damage caused by the inflammatory response. This process, called effero-

cytosis, consists of the engulfment and processing of apoptotic bodies and debris followed by the recy-

cling and export of small molecule components such as amino acids, nucleotides, and lipids. Herein, we

establish a previously unrecognized link between the cellular and lipid regulators of efferocytosis and

the trained immune response. Further, we define patterns in the host lipidome and generation of immune

LMs in the lung that correlate with the ability of the host to either respond favorably to secondary infection

or fail to promote enhanced clearance of the pathogen.

Prior to defining pathogen specific patterns in the lipidome, we first observed some general shifts in lipid

profiles in both Bp and LVS recovered lungs. Regardless of the primary infection, the lipidomic pattern in

experienced lungs was dominated by decreases in phosphatidylethanolamine plasmalogen and increases
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in neutral lipids, many of which contained PUFAs. The dynamics in both of these PUFA-containing lipid clas-

ses suggests sequestration of PUFAs by decreasing membrane localized plasmalogen pools and

increasing intracellular or lipoprotein-associated triacylglycerol pools (Astudillo et al., 2019; Olzmann

and Carvalho, 2019; Schlager et al., 2015). Despite the similarities in PUFA-containing pools, analysis of

Figure 7. Analysis of PUFA-derived immune lipid mediators indicates pathogen-specific LM profiles in the

experienced lung

Lipid mediator (LM) profile was determined in naive, Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), and Francisella

tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28 post-infection) experienced lungs.

(A) PCA separation of the autoscaled LM data set of the experienced lungs.

(B) Corresponding loading plot.

(C) PLSDA analysis of the autoscaled LM data set of the experienced lungs

(D) Corresponding loading plot. For loading plots, LMs are colored by their enzyme of origin.

(E) Heatmap of the autoscaled intensities of LM features that passed a 10% FDR cutoff for one of the three possible binary

comparisons. Corresponding p values from the binary comparison are displayed at right. AA, arachidonic acid; DHA,

docosahexaenoic acid; DPA, docosapentaenoic acid; Rv(X), resolvin; HETE, hydroxyeicosatetraenoic acid; HEPE,

hydroxyeicosapentaenoic acid; HDHA, hydroxydocosahexaenoic acid; HDPA, hydroxydocosapentaenoic acid; DiHETrE,

dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid; HHT, hydroxyheptadecatrenoic acid; PG(X), prostaglandin; TxB2, Thromboxane B2. Data

are composite of 2 independent experiments with n = 6 for naive, n = 8 for Bp and LVS in total.
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Figure 8. Analysis of Alox-associated pathways in single-cell sequencing

cRNA-Seq data from naive, Bordetella pertussis (Bp; day 42 post-infection), and Francisella tularensis LVS (LVS; day 28

post-infection) experienced lungs was analyzed for pathways involved in lipid mediator synthesis.

(A) Heatmap of the mean module gene score across the individual cell types (columns) in each of the Alox associated

pathways contained in lipid metabolism (rows). The scale bar shows the mean expression with darker blue being low

expression and orange being high expression. The yellow box highlights the cluster of cells and pathways of interest.

(B) Violin plots for the three pathways from the yellow box across the cell types from the yellow box in (A) Each cell type is

divided between LVS (left, darker color) and Bp (right, lighter color). The gene module score is shown on the y axis.
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LMs derived from PUFAs revealed that these products were defining features of either a Bp or LVS expe-

rienced lung.

The differential generation of LMs in response to unique bacterial stimuli has been examined in isolated

cell culture but has not been examined in depth in animal infection models (Werz et al., 2018). Our in vivo

data supports and extends these previous findings. First, animals which had cleared LVS infection were en-

riched in PGs and other COX products. These results are consistent with the induction of PGs during acute

LVS infection, e.g. within the first 7 days of infection (Woolard et al., 2008). Together this suggests that the

balance of acute phase LMs influence the resultant LM profile after bacterial clearance. Second, we estab-

lished that pulmonary bacterial infections generate distinct LM pools. Specifically, in contrast to LVS, ani-

mals that had cleared Bp had higher levels of ALOX12/15 derived products. Finally, we provide evidence

that the LMmilieu present at the time of bacterial challenge correlated with the ability of the host to control

replication of an unrelated bacterium with greater resistance to Kp infection in Bp recovered mice. The in-

crease inmonohydroxlated products of ALOX12/15 indicates this pathway is more active in Bp experienced

lungs. Certain observed molecules such as 17-HDHA and 14-HDHA have been shown to participate in the

resolution phase as the molecular precursors of resolvins (Serhan and Levy, 2018). In the acute phase of

inflammation, ALOX12/15 is known to regulate the pro-inflammatory response (Wen et al., 2007). While

it is unclear if it is the pro-resolving, pro-inflammatory, or balance of both of these products driven by

ALOX12/15 that may be responsible for superior resistance to Kp in Bp experienced lungs, the increased

activity of this pathway will allow for more rapid generation of ALOX12/15 products that may drive or regu-

late inflammation in a manner that is beneficial to the host. Regardless of the outcome of Kp infection, it is

important to consider that the challenge pathogen will factor into this phenomenon in the same way as the

initial pathogen. For instance, when a pathogen requires a strong cyclooxygenase response, an LVS expe-

rienced lung would be predicted to be more resistant than a Bp experienced lung.

In addition to identifying LMs in recovered animals that are associated with resolution of secondary infec-

tion, we also used a multi-omics approach to ask which cell type(s) were responsible for the generation of

these lipids. Cellular debris and apoptotic bodies taken up via efferocytosis can serve as precursors for LMs

(Dalli and Serhan, 2012). Therefore, we determined which cellular families were undergoing active effero-

cytosis in Bp and LVS recovered lungs compared with naive controls. This analysis brought out some inter-

esting features that suggested cross talk among specific cellular populations in the recovered lung. For

example, both the stromal/mesenchymal and myeloid populations showed transcriptomic signatures

that suggested regulation of the lipidome and efferocytosis through interaction with each other. Specif-

ically, Gas6 expression on stromal/mesenchymal cells acts as the ligand for Axl and Trem2 found on mac-

rophages (Nagata et al., 1996). Further, lipid-driven communication between the two efferocytotic cellular

families is evident by the presence of the lipoprotein-receptor Lrp1 on stromal/mesenchymal cells and the

observed upregulation of the lipoprotein loading enzyme Abca1 on macrophages. Together, these pro-

teins work in concert to regulate the generation and content of lipoprotein particles. In addition, both

of these cell types are likely contributing to LM production either by direct generation or through control-

ling substrate availability. While myeloid cells have been identified as a major producer of LMs, stromal/

mesenchymal cells have recently been identified as a potentially important source of LM synthesis (Holo-

painen et al., 2019; Hyvarinen et al., 2018). We found both myeloid and stromal/mesenchymal cells express

lipoxygenases though stromal/mesenchymal cells express much less ALOX5 relative to myeloid cells. We

also observe localization of the glucocorticoid-stimulated protein Annexin A1 (Anxa1) to the stromal cell

group. Anxa1 directly regulates phospholipase A2 (PLA2), which liberates PUFAs for LM generation, and

changes in PLA2 activity will control how much and from what cell type PUFAs can be sourced (Kwon

et al., 2012; Perucci et al., 2017; Schaloske and Dennis, 2006; Solito et al., 1998). Thus, the pathogen-specific

changes in the lipidome and LM pools observed herein are likely tied to coordination between macro-

phages and stromal/mesenchymal cells. These data highlight the complementary role that distinct cellular

components play in the recovered lung and the utility of thorough, whole tissue analysis.

Our analysis demonstrated resAMs and recAMs are removing and recycling cellular debris via efferocytosis.

While being active participants in this process, it is also likely resAMs are being turned over after

Figure 8. Continued

Individual points are not shown for clarity. * represents when the estimated p value from bootstrapping showed an

elevation in the Bp recovered animals (<5% chance it was random) and # represents the same for when the LVS

immune animals were elevated.
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undergoing apoptosis because of the infections modeled herein. We found the number of resAMs was

significantly lower in infection-experienced lungs compared with naive mice. This finding wasn’t surprising

given AMs are the first cells infected with F. tularensis and would undergo cell death as a consequence of

intracellular bacteria replication (Roberts et al., 2014). Further, although B. pertussis doesn’t directly target

AMs for infection, this cell type is also subject to apoptosis after bacterial exposure, presumably via the ac-

tion of encoded toxins (Khelef et al., 1993). The elevated numbers of recAMs in our study suggests these

monocyte-derived cells are primarily responsible for re-populating the resident alveolar macrophage pool

as also demonstrated after Influenza A infection (Aegerter et al., 2020). The biological consequences of re-

placing yolk-sac-derived alveolar macrophages with monocyte-derived alveolar macrophages will depend

on whether these two cell types are functionally distinct once fully conditioned by the pulmonary milieu.

Understanding these processes is an important further line of study.

Polar metabolite measurements further supported efferocytotic activity in both LVS and Bp experienced

lungs, at day 28 and 42 post-infection, respectively, through increased levels of free amino acids and

base units of nucleotide metabolism. As expected, given the clearance of infecting agent and lack of gross

pathology, changes in polar metabolites did not exceed a fold change of 3 between groups. Despite the

subtlety of these patterns, certain differences were still present at the later measured time point for LVS

(day 56 post-infection) and Bp (day 70 post-infection). These persistent metabolite changes including

NADP(H), aspartate, and glutamate may indicate infection responsive processes that are still active well

after infection clearance. NADPH oxidase activity has been previously connected to LM-associated pro-

cesses in the lung including COX2 and phospholipases (Hsu et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2010). Glutamate and

aspartate are the upstream intermediate points for de novo synthesis of numerous amino acids and their

elevation may indicate a persistent change in amino acid synthesis in response to active efferocytosis and

molecular recycling. In addition, glutamate is a well-established signaling molecule in lung injury and may

be playing a role as a soluble mediator of inflammation and resolution (Bai et al., 2017a, 2017b). Further

understanding the behavior of these polar metabolites during the transition between the acute and

resolving phases of infection will be essential in defining their causal role in the cellular-molecular network

established here.

To date, trained immunity has been primarily examined as an epigenetic phenomenon within innate im-

mune cells. Epigenetic maturation relies on metabolic processes that provide chemical moieties such as

succinate, fumarate, and a-ketoglutarate for the modification of genetically associated elements like his-

tones (reviewed in Etchegaray and Mostoslavsky (2016)). While we detected these molecules, we did not

observe significant elevation in pathogen-experienced lungs compared to naive. Since metabolic changes

have been shown to track with the intensity of the inflammatory response during acute pulmonary infection,

epigenetic changes would be expected to operate at the peak of the inflammatory response (Tisoncik-Go

et al., 2016). It is possible that changes in these metabolites could persist past the acute inflammatory

phase. However, the data here suggests that their levels have returned to homeostatic baseline upon res-

olution of infection.

The associated differences in trained immunity may also be extended to alterations the lipidome and LMs

that are not driven by previous infections. For example, obese individuals have significant alterations in

lipid pools present in both adipose tissue and in circulation (as reviewed in Dahik et al. (2020)). Obesity

is recognized as a comorbidity for worsening outcomes for a variety of infections and there are some ex-

amples of dysregulation of LMs correlating with severity of disease (Honce and Schultz-Cherry, 2019;

Schwarz et al., 2021). Conversely, obesity has also been shown to be clinically associated with decreased

severity in sepsis highlighting the potential of the pathogen-specific effects (reviewed in Ng and Eikermann

(2017)). It is unknown if LMs contribute causally to these differential effects and if LMs potentially involved

are present at the outset of infection, are produced as a consequence of infection, or a combination

thereof. Data presented herein suggests that, at a minimum, the LM pool present prior to infection in a

healthy host plays a role in defense against disease. Examination of LMs in scenarios that are not specifically

linked to previous infections and how these LM pools might predispose individuals to severity of disease

presents an important target for new treatment strategies.

As presented herein, our study revealed persistent, pathogen-specific changes in macrophage popula-

tions and the pulmonary lipidome, including LMs after resolution of infection. Further, these alterations

correlated with the ability of the host to respond successfully to an unrelated infection suggesting that
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they play a role in the trained immune response. Together, these data suggest a previously unrecognized

connection between efferocytosis, lipid metabolism, and trained innate immunity and highlight the impor-

tance of an individual’s infection history and their ability to successfully resolve subsequent immune insults.

Finally, our data suggest that continued analysis of LMs that persist following clearance of microbial insults

will provide important new insight into the generation of trained immunity.

Limitations of the study

While the use of multiple pathogens within this study is a strength, in vivo infectious disease models are

dynamic and complex. Consequently, our study identified correlations relating to improved trained immu-

nity using several approaches (flow cytometry, metabolomics/lipidomics, and scRNA-Seq) because causa-

tive elements were difficult to define in the models examined here. It would be useful to follow-up in sterile

injury models that recapitulate these persistent lipidomic changes as these models would not be subject to

the same limitations as when an organism is infected with a pathogen. Identifying causative molecular can-

didates is further limited by the inability to knockout individual LMs due to the complexity of the PUFA,

enzyme, and receptor network that generates these mediators.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

anti-Abca1 PE-Cy7; polyclonal Novus Cat. # NB400-105PECY7; RRID: AB_1643846

anti-Axl AF405; clone 175128 R&D Cat. # FAB8541V; RRID: AB_2062573

anti-CD11b BV510; clone M1/70 Biolegend Cat. # 101263; RRID: AB_2629529

anti-CD11c PerCP-Cy5.5; clone N418 Biolegend Cat. # 117328: RRID: AB_2129641

anti-CD45 BUV395; clone 30-F11 BD Cat. # 564279; RRID: AB_2651134

anti-CD86 APC; clone GL-1 Biolegend Cat. # 105012; RRID: AB_493342

anti-CX3CR1 BV785; clone SAO11F11 Biolegend Cat. # 149029; RRID: AB_2565938

anti-MHCI PE-Cy7; clone 28-8-6 Biolegend Cat. # 114616

anti-MHCII BV421; clone M5/114.15.2 Biolegend Cat. # 107632

anti-Siglec F PE; clone S17007L Biolegend Cat. # 155506; RRID: AB_2750234

anti-Trem2 APC; clone 237920 R&D Cat. #FAB17291A; RRID: AB_884527

Bacterial and virus strains

Bordetella pertussis strain D420 Dr. Todd Merkel (Center for Biologics

Evaluation and Research, Food and Drug

Administration, Silver Springs, MD)

NA

Francisella tularensis subsp holarctica Live

Vaccine Strain (LVS)

Dr. Jean Celli (Washington State

University, Pullman, WA)

NA

Klebsiella pneumoniae subspecies

pneumoniae strain Schroeter Trevisan

ATCC (Manassas, VA) NA

Liberase TM Millipore Sigma Cat #:5401127001

HPLC grade Water Fisher Scientific Cat #: W6 4

HPLC grade Methanol Fisher Scientific Cat #: A456 4

HPLC grade Isopropanol Fisher Scientific Cat #: A461 4

HPLC grade Hexanes Fisher Scientific Cat #: 270504-2L

HPLC grade Methyl-Formate Fisher Scientific Cat #: 259705-2L

HPLC grade Chloroform Fisher Scientific Cat #: C606SK-4

HPLC grade Acetic Acid Fisher Scientific Cat #: A11350

D8-5-HETE Cayman Chemical Cat #: 334230

D5-RvD2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 11184

D5-LXA4 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 24936

D4-LTB4 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 29629

D4-PGE2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 314010

RvE1 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 10007848

LXA4 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 90410

LXA5 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 10011453

LXB4 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 90420

PGE2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 14010

PGF2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 16010

PGD2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 12010

TxB2 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 19030

PD1 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 10010390

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

the lead contact, Dr. Catharine M. Bosio, PhD (bosioc@niaid.nih.gov).

Materials availability

This study did not generate any unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Single-cell RNA-sequencing data has been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-

tion’s Gene Expression Omnibus under GEO series accession number GSE171510. Metabolomics and lip-

idomics data are available via Mendeley Data https://doi.org/10.17632/m9sfjxn8c5.1. Any additional data

that support the study’s findings are available from the lead contact upon request.

This paper does not report original code. All code utilized was publicly available.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

RvD5 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 10007280

Maresin Cayman Chemical Cat #: 10878

LTB4 Cayman Chemical Cat #: 20110

5,15-DiHETE Cayman Chemical Cat #: 35280

14-HDHA Cayman Chemical Cat #: 33550

18-HEPE Cayman Chemical Cat #: 32840

Arachidonic Acid Cayman Chemical Cat #: 90010

EPA Cayman Chemical Cat #: 90110

DHA Cayman Chemical Cat #: 90310

Ammonium Acetate Fisher Scientific Cat #: A639-500

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed scRNA data This paper GEO: GSE171510

Prefiltered Metabolite and lipid data This paper Mendeley

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57Bl/6J Jackson Laboratories Stock #: 000664

Software and algorithms

Prism 8 GraphPad Software NA

BD Diva BD NA

FlowJo v10 BD NA

Sciex Analyst v1.7 Sciex NA

Sciex MultiQuant v3.0.2 Sciex NA

MarkerView v1.3 Sciex NA

R v3.6.2 https://www.r-project.org/index.html https://www.r-project.org/

Seurat Stuart et al., 2019 https://satijalab.org/seurat/

Other

Sep-Pak C18 cartridges Waters Corporation Cat #: WAT054945

Waters Atlantis T3 Column Waters Corporation Cat #: 186003722

Waters XBridge Amide Column Waters Corporation Cat #: 186004864
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

In vivo animal studies

Five to six-week old female C57Bl/6J mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratories (stock #000664)

and housed at BSL-2 with a 12-hour light/dark cycle and water/food ad libitum. Animal studies were

approved by and conducted in accordance with Rocky Mountain Laboratories’ Animal Care and Use Com-

mittee (ASP#2018-012E). All animals within a cage were randomly assigned to a single experimental group.

Investigators were not blinded to the experimental group assigned to a cage of mice due to housing un-

infected and infected mice on different cage racks within the same room. Further, the time points utilized

within this study differed between the two infected groups making blinding not feasible.

METHODS DETAILS

Mice and infections

Five- to six-week-old specific-pathogen free, female C57Bl/6J (B6) mice were purchased from Jackson Lab-

oratories and housed at ABSL-2 at Rocky Mountain Laboratories. Mice were intranasally (i.n.) inoculated

with 1x105 CFU Bordetella pertussis D420 (Tod Merkel, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research,

Food and Drug Administration, Silver Springs, MD), 150 CFU of F. tularensis subspecies holarctica Live Vac-

cine Strain (LVS; Jean Celli, Washington State University, Pullman, WA), or 3500 CFU of Klebsiella pneumo-

niae subspecies pneumoniae (Schroeter Trevisan, ATCC,Manassas, VA) in 25 ml of PBS delivered to a single

nare after anesthesia with ketamine/xylazine. All bacterial inocula were confirmed by serial dilution and

plating on Bordet-Gengou blood agar (B. pertussis), Modified Mueller Hinton (LVS), or Luria broth agar

(K. pneumoniae). Animal studies were approved by and conducted in accordance with Rocky Mountain

Laboratories’ Animal Care and Use Committee (ASP#2018-012E).

Harvest of lung tissue and sample processing

Lungs were aseptically harvested, minced, and digested for 45minutes at 37�C into a single-cell suspension

using Liberase TM purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) at a final concentration of 0.175 mg/ml in

PBS (Anderson et al., 2010). The total number of viable cells was determined by trypan blue exclusion using

a hemocytometer or TC20 Automated Cell Counter (Bio-Rad).

scRNA-Seq libraries and sequencing

Single-cell suspensions of lungs cells and gel beads were loaded into the chip and Chromium Controller

according to the manufacturer’s instructions (10X Genomics). The target number of captured cells per sam-

ple was 10,000. Sequencing libraries were generated using the 10X Single-Cell 3’ v2 kit according to the

manufacturer’s instructions (10X Genomics). Libraries were analyzed using High Sensitivity DNA Kits and

the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). Samples were sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq550 High

Throughput instrument.

scRNA-Seq data analysis

Samples were aligned to the mm10 genome from Ensembl using the cellRanger pipeline. Data was then

read into R V3.6.2 using Seurat V3.1.5 (Stuart et al., 2019). To account for any batch effects from sample

collection or infections, we performed data integration on the global data using the IntegrateData function

in Seurat. Cells were first filtered to remove those that contained abnormally high or low RNA counts. Using

the calculated quantiles of the unique molecular identifier (UMI) per cell cells in the bottom 5% and top 5%

were removed. Next, cells with less than 10% of reads belonging to mitochondrial genes were retained.

Once filtering was completed, the top 2000 variable features were calculated using the FindVariableFea-

tures function, and the data was scaled using the ScaleData function. The top 30 principal components

were calculated using the top variable features and the umap projections were calculated based off the

principal components. The nearest neighbor (knn) graph was then generated and used to identify clusters.

Similar analysis was performed on any subset of cell analyzed but only using the top 500 variable genes

within the normalized RNA data.

To identify specific cell types within the single-cell RNA-Seq dataset, an unbiased algorithmwas developed

in-house to define either cluster or individual cell level identity using the known transcriptional profiles of

cells. First, data from the mouse cell atlas (Han et al., 2018) was pulled and subset to the lung. Marker genes

were then selected for each of the annotated cell types based on a high differential expression value

(greater than 1 log fold change) and a high difference in the percentage of cells expressing the gene in
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the cell type compared to all other cell types in the lung dataset (> 0.6). The average expression for the

marker gene set was calculated for the annotated dataset. Either on a per-cell or per-cluster level, gene

expression of marker genes in the unknown cell was compared to the annotated dataset average expres-

sion to generate a correlation value. The cell type with the highest correlation match to the annotated cell

type was used as the initial annotation. Initial cell type assignment was further confirmed using an iterative

method to correct falsely identified cells. Each cell was analyzed for its closest neighbors on the knn graph.

Cell identify was assigned when greater than 70% of the neighbors shared a single-cell type identity. This

analysis was run until a stable annotation was reached, i.e. no cell changed its annotation in a given run.

Finally, all annotations were validated by examining known marker genes (Figure S1A). Only cell annota-

tions that contained at least 50 cells were kept for analysis.

To determine which cell types showed the greatest changes between experimental conditions, we per-

formed an unbiased analysis of the various cell types. After sub-setting on a given cell type, we determined

the principal components that made up 95% of the explained variance within that cell population of inter-

est. Then for each of the principal components, the mean location of the cells along the principal compo-

nent of each experimental group was calculated and the difference between the two groups of interest was

measured. This was done across all cell types comparing two experimental conditions to each other. To

find the principal components and cell types that showed the strongest difference between groups, we

identified the PCs that were greater than 3 standard deviations away from the mean of the whole

population.

Efferocytosis gene marker development

Gene marker sets associated with efferocytosis were developed by identifying all genes contained in

apoptotic cells (GO:0043277) in theMGI database and differential gene expression analysis was performed

within the single-cell sequencing dataset. The efferocytosis gene set was filtered for genes that showed

differential expression (log fold change > 1) in at least one cell type. Clusters of genes were identified

by clustering the genes across the cells independent of the cell label (Figure S1B). Gene expression scoring

for efferocytosis gene sets was done using the AddModuleScore function in Seurat.

Bootstrapping for comparing gene modules

A bootstrapping method was used to estimate the p-values when comparing gene module scores. The dif-

ference in the means between two groups being tested was calculated. This was compared to taking the

same data and randomly shuffling the labels 1000 times and calculating the difference in the means. The

p-value was estimated as less than or greater than 1% of the randomly shuffled differences.

Lipid and metabolite analysis

LCMS or HPLC grade water, methanol, isopropanol, hexanes, methyl-formate, chloroform, and acetic acid

were purchased through Fisher Scientific (Waltham,MA). All lipid mediator standards were purchased from

Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI). Organ sections were collected in 500 mL of ice-cold methanol and

stored at –80oC until further processing. Polar metabolites and bulk lipids were extracted consistent

with established protocols(Schwarz et al., 2021). Prior to extraction of polar metabolites and bulk lipids,

each tissue section was homogenized through a screen while on ice, washed with 500 mL of ice-cold water

and both the resultant suspension and debris were collected. Five hundred microliters of ice-cold chloro-

form was added to each sample. Samples were agitated for 20 minutes by shaking at 4oC and then spun at

> 10,000 x g for 10 min at 4oC to induce layering. The top (aqueous) layer and bottom (organic layer) were

collected and the aqueous layer was directly diluted 1:10 in 50%methanol in water for analysis. The organic

layer was taken to dryness in a Savant� DNA120 SpeedVac� concentrator (Thermo Fisher). Organic frac-

tions were resuspended in 500 mL of 5 mg/mL butylated hydroxytoluene in 6:1 isopropanol:methanol and

further diluted 1:3 for analysis.

Immune lipid mediators were extracted from a separate section of tissue collected in 500 mL of ice-cold

methanol containing 1 ng each of d8-5-HETE, d5-RvD2, d5-LXA4, d4-LTB4, d4-PGE2. Samples were gently

homogenized using a micro-pestle until and then centrifuged at > 10,000 x g for 10 min at 4oC. The super-

natant was transferred to a fresh tube. For solid-phase extraction, Sep-Pak� 3 mL, 200 mg, C18 cartridges

(Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) were conditioned with 10 mL of methanol and 10 mL of water. Samples

were primed for loading one at a time by addition of 9 mL of acidified water (pH 3.5 with hydrochloric acid)

and then quickly loaded onto the column. Each sample was washed with 3 mL of water prior to proceeding
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to the next sample. After all sample were loaded, they were washed with an additional 5 mL of water fol-

lowed by 5 mL of hexanes. Samples were eluted with 10 mL of methyl-formate and dried under nitrogen at

55oC. Each sample was resuspended in 200 mL of 1:1 water:methanol and 30 mL of each sample was injected

for analysis.

LC/MS analysis

All analyses utilized previously established multi-reaction monitoring (MRM) strategies (Schwarz et al.,

2021). All chromatography utilized a Sciex ExionLC� AC system and data was acquired using a Sciex

5500 QTRAP�mass spectrometer. Polar metabolites were analyzed from the aqueous sample fraction us-

ing an ion pairing method. Quality control samples and blanks were injected to assess signal stability. Sam-

ples were injected onto a Waters Atlantis T3 column (100Å, 3 mm, 3 mm X 100 mm) and elution consisted of

a gradient from 5 mM tributylamine, 5 mM acetic acid in 2% isopropanol, 5% methanol, 93% water (v/v) to

100% isopropanol over 15 minutes. Two distinct MRMs in negative mode were utilized to measure each an-

alyte and provide confidence of identity but only one signal was carried forward for statistical analysis.

Enhanced product ion scans were collected on QC injections and collected spectra were compared avail-

able references. Only relative quantification was performed.

Bulk lipids were analyzed from the organic sample fraction using a previously established HILIC method

(Schwarz et al., 2021). Samples were injected onto a Water XBridge� Amide column (3.5 mm, 3 mm X

100 mm) and separated over 12 minutes with a binary gradient from (A) 100% 5 mM ammonium acetate,

5% water in acetonitrile apparent pH 8.4 to (B) 95% 5 mM ammonium acetate, 50% water in acetonitrile

apparent pH 8.0. Targets were detected using scheduled MRM. Negative mode and positive mode targets

were analyzed using subsequent injections and holding polarity constant for each run. The positive and

negative lipid datasets were separately filtered and preprocessed before combining for statistical analysis.

Lipid classes were distinguished by retention time. MRMs in negative mode consisted of molecular ion

peaks for PE, PI, PS, PG, PE-plasmalogen and the product ion corresponding to an intact fatty acid. PC sig-

nals utilized an acetate adduct primary ion coupled with a fatty acid daughter ion. Fatty acids were de-

tected via the molecular anion and the neutral loss 44 daughter ion corresponding the loss of a carboxyl

group. In positive mode, TG, DG, and MG species were detected by the ammonium adduct combined

with the neutral loss of the ammonium and a specified fatty acid. Cer, HCer, LCer, DCer, SM, and CE

were detected with the molecular cation and the invariant chain daughter ion of 264.4 for Cer, HCer,

and LCer, 266.4 for DCer, 184 for SM, and 369.4 for CE.

Specialized pro-resolving lipid mediator samples were separated on a Waters Atlantis T3 column (100Å,

3 mm, 3 mm X 100 mm) and using a binary gradient of A: 0.01 % acetic acid in water and B: 0.01 % acetic

acid in methanol (Schwarz et al., 2021). A 20 min gradient from 40-100 % B was utilized to separate species.

Samples were detected in negative MRM mode with triggered enhanced-product ion scans and rolling

collision energy embedded in the method. Spectral information was compared to standards and a spectral

library for identification. A blank and a standard mix were serially injected every 10 injections. Standard mix

consisted of each of the following compounds at 10 ng/mL: RvE3, LXA4, LXA5, LXB4, PGE2, PGD2, PGF2a,

TxB2, PD1, RvD5, Maresin 1, LTB4, 5,15-DiHETE, 14-HDHA, 18-HEPE, AA, EPA, DHA. Spectral confirmation

was not possible for RvD3, RvD4, 20-OH-LTB4, 11,12-DiHETrE, 14,15-DiHETrE, 14,15-EET, 12-HHT, 11-

HETE, 14-HDPA, 13-HDHA, 17-HDHA and 21-HDHA but identity was assessed by comparison to related

standards based on spectra and expected retention time.

All data was processed using MultiQuant� Software 3.0.3. For polar metabolites and bulk lipids, data was

filtered with 50 %missing value and 30 %QC coefficient of variance cutoffs. Remaining missing values were

replaced with the minimum group value for that feature. Following filtering, the polar metabolite and bulk

lipids were separately total sum normalized and the two bulk lipid datasets (positive and negative) were

combined for further analysis. For lipidmediator datasets, signal quality was judged visually, and signal sta-

bility was assessed by repeat injection of a standard mix. Lipid mediator data was normalized to internal

heavy isotope standards (Schwarz et al., 2021). All multivariate and multivariate analysis was performed

in MarkerView� Software 1.3.1 or Metaboanalyst.

Flow cytometry analysis

A single-cell suspension of approximately 2x106 lung cells was stained with Zombie Near Infrared dye (Bio-

legend) according to the manufacturer’s instructions to discriminate live and dead cells. The following
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directly conjugated antibodies were used for analysis: Abca1 PE-Cy7, Axl AF405, CD11b BV510, CD11c

PerCP-Cy5.5, CD45 BUV395, CD86 APC, CX3CR1 BV785, Siglec F PE, and TREM2 APC. Antibodies were

purchased from Biolegend, BD Biosciences, or R&D Systems. All antibody staining was performed in the

presence of 2.4G2 Fc block (2.4G2 B cell hybridoma a gift from Jeffrey Frelinger, University of Arizona).

Samples were stained for 20 minutes at 4�C, washed 3 times with FACS Wash (2% FBS in PBS) to remove

unbound antibody, and then fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. Samples were run on a BD

Symphony flow cytometer and analyzed in FlowJo v10 (BD Biosciences).

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance when comparing three groups was determined by a one-way ANOVA with a correc-

tion for multiple comparisons. An unpaired student’s t-test was used to determine statistical significance

when two groups were compared. p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. For univariate analysis

of polar metabolites and bulk lipids a Benjamini-Hochberg correction was applied with a false discovery

rate cut-off of 10 %. Datasets were autoscaled (z-scaled) for display where indicated by mean-centering

and normalization to the standard deviation across all displayed samples for the metabolite or lipid in

question.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The statistical test, exact value of n, definition of a statistically significant p value, and dispersion/precision

measures are indicated within each figure legend. Statistical significance when comparing three groups

was determined by a one-way ANOVA with a correction for multiple comparisons. An unpaired student’s

t-test was used to determine statistical significance when two groups were compared. p < 0.05 was consid-

ered statistically significant. For univariate analysis of polar metabolites and bulk lipids a Benjamini-Hoch-

berg correction was applied with a false discovery rate cut-off of 10 %. Datasets were autoscaled (z-scaled)

for display where indicated by mean-centering and normalization to the standard deviation across all dis-

played samples for the metabolite or lipid in question. A Grubb’s test was performed to remove one outlier

value per group within metabolomics data as indicated in the associated figure legend. No data was

excluded from flow cytometry or bacterial burden analysis. A group size of 10 (2 experiments of 5 animals

each) is appropriate to determine statistically significant differences in cellular populations, using un-

paired, two tailed student’s t-test with significance set at p<0.05 per a power calculation where the differ-

ence in the means is 20%. (Power calculation website https://www.stat.ubc.ca/�rollin/stats/ssize/n2.html).
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